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The probabilistic notion of likelihood offers a systematic means of assessing “the relative merits
of rival hypotheses in the light of observational or experimental data that bear upon them.”1 In
particular, likelihood allows one to adjudicate among competing hypotheses by way of a twopart principle:2

Likelihood Principle (LP):
(i)

Evidence E supports hypothesis H1 over H2 just if
|

(ii)

|

|

, where

is the likelihood of hypothesis Hi given evidence E.

The degree to which E supports H1 over H2 is measured by the likelihood ratio,
Λ

|
|

.

While this principle has been defended at length as a general tool for both formal and informal
reasoning about hypotheses,3 there remains an important ambiguity in the application of LP.
Intuitively, we ought to make use of all available information when assessing the relative merits
of two hypotheses, not just the particular piece of evidence E under consideration. Any
additional information already in our possession prior to obtaining E is typically referred to as
background information. LP does not, on the face of it, tell us how to deal with such information.
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Some, most prominently Elliott Sober4, have argued that we ought to condition on this additional
information when computing likelihoods. That is, if we denote the background information by B,
then the likelihood ratio we should use is Λ

|

,

|

,

. Taking this approach, however, means

that Λ—and thus our judgments concerning rival hypotheses H1 and H2—will depend on exactly
which information is taken to constitute background information, and which is considered
evidence and thus part of E. Under Sober’s interpretation, LP can be taken to yield different
judgments for the same data when the line between evidence and background information is
moved. The use of LP is thus encumbered by a “line-drawing problem.”5

A variety of solutions have been proposed to the problem of background information, though not
specifically in these terms. Some, e.g. Jonathan Weisberg,6 attempt to provide a principled means
of distinguishing evidence from background information. Others, e.g. Matthew Kotzen,7 attempt
to dissolve the problem by scrapping LP. I argue that neither of these strategies is wellmotivated. Background information is only problematic when one fails to distinguish between
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two related questions: (i) Given that I know B, to what degree does the additional piece of
evidence E support H1 over H2? and (ii) to what degree does all the evidence to hand—B and
E—support H1 over H2? My aim is to demonstrate that, once these questions are distinguished
LP can be shown to provide implicit answers to both, thus resolving any ambiguity over the
treatment of background information. To draw out the relevant distinction, I will begin with a
detailed example. I will then argue for an expression that represents the degree to which a
particular piece of evidence supports one hypothesis over another in context, and derive a related
expression for the total support provided by all available evidence. Finally, I will show how
these new expressions dissolve ambiguities in the treatment of background information by
applying them to the so-called ‘fine-tuning argument’.

I. ILLUSTRATING THE PROBLEM
To draw out the distinction which I claim obviates the problem of background information, it
will help to have a concrete example in mind. To avoid pre-conceived interpretations, I will
intentionally eschew standard examples, at least at the outset. So rather than treat of fish or firing
squads, I’ll consider carnivals.

Suppose that Albert finds himself on the midway of an old-fashioned carnival. He decides to
play one of the games—the one where contestants try to toss a ball into a milk-can. Albert is
savvy about carnival games; he knows they are often rigged. In a fair game, there is a 50%
chance of winning a prize. But when no authorities are around, there is an appreciable chance
that the carnie running the game will hand him a ball too big to fit in the can, making it
impossible to win. On the other hand, if there happens to be a police officer in sight the game is

likely to be rigged in Albert’s favor—the carnies want the police to think the games are fair, so
they arrange to let people win when the authorities are present. A set of probabilities reflecting
these facts is provided by the joint distribution of Table 1.

Table 1.
P = police present

P = police absent

G = fair

G = rigged

G = fair

G = rigged

O = lose

1/20

1/20

1/10

11/20

O = win

1/20

1/10

1/10

0

Knowing all of the probabilities in Table 1, Albert puts his money down, and promptly tosses a
ball into the can. Given that he has just won, what can Albert conclude about the game?
Specifically, does he now have grounds to favor the hypothesis that the game is fair over the
hypothesis that it is rigged? According to LP, Albert needs to compare two probabilities: the
probability that he would win given that the game is fair, P(win| fair) and the probability that he
would win given that the game is rigged P(win| rigged). Since P(win | fair) = 1/2 > P(win |
rigged) = 1/7, LP asserts that Albert’s success in the game supports the hypothesis of a fair
game—Albert has reason to think that he has played a fair game.

But suppose that, before he tosses the ball, Albert notices a police officer standing near the
booth. What can be said in light of this additional information? Here is where different
interpretations of LP begin to diverge. According to Sober’s approach, we must recognize two

sorts of propositions: evidence and background knowledge. Evidence is whatever fresh
information we are currently considering when applying LP to distinguish among hypotheses. It
appears to the left of the conditionalization bar when computing a likelihood. Background
knowledge constitutes whatever we already know about the world, and is presumed to belong on
the right side of the conditionalization bar. According to this view then, Albert should treat the
fact of the police officer’s presence as background knowledge and condition on this information.
The relevant likelihoods are now P(win| fair, present) = 1/2 and P(win| rigged, present) = 2/3.
With the additional information, he should now favor the hypothesis that the game is rigged—the
background information has reversed our ordering on hypotheses.

That we should take all available information into account when comparing hypotheses is not
especially controversial—most authors assume some sort of principle of total evidence.8 What is
controversial is how and whether ‘evidence’ should be distinguished from background
information. It is not clear why Albert should treat the information that a police officer was
present any differently than the information that he won the game. Albert might just have well
have treated the observation of the police officer as the evidence, and conditioned instead on the
fact that he won: P(present | rigged, win) = 1 > P(present | fair, win) = 1/3. In this way of
accounting for all the information, LP still favors the hypothesis that the game is rigged, but does
so to a much greater degree. Alternatively, Albert might have treated all the information at hand
as ‘evidence’ and compared the following likelihoods: P(win, present | fair) = 1/6 > P(win,
present | rigged) = 1/7. Taking this approach once again inverts the ordering of hypotheses, and
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favors the hypothesis that the game was fair. It might appear then that LP must be modified in
order to provide a principled means of discriminating background information from evidence.
However, no such modification is required—a careful interpretation of LP as it stands obviates
the question of evidence versus background information.

II. THE PIECEWISE IMPACT OF EVIDENCE
To resolve the ambiguity over background information, we need to distinguish between two
questions: (i) to what degree does learning a particular fact in the context of an additional set of
facts support a given hypothesis? and (ii) to what degree does learning a particular fact in
conjunction with an additional set of facts support a given hypothesis? In terms of the midway
example above, the distinction can be made as follows: (i) to what degree does winning the game
having already learned that a police officer is present support the hypothesis that the game is
fair? and (ii) to what degree does the full set of information at hand—that Albert has won the
game and that a police officer was present—support the hypothesis that the game is fair?

To address question (i), we need to examine the piecewise introduction of evidence, taking care
to note one important fact: learning the truth of a proposition (or the value of a random variable)
is effectively an intervention that changes the background distribution describing the ways the
world might be. To begin with, let’s assume that we are given a full joint distribution reflecting
all relevant aspects of the world and nothing else—there is nothing given that might qualify as
either evidence or background information. For ease of exposition, I will further assume that this
distribution is discrete, though nothing about my derivation hinges on this being the case.

Since all we have is the distribution and no information to sort out, LP can be applied
unambiguously upon obtaining our first piece of evidence, I1. According to LP, the degree to
which this information supports hypothesis H1 over H2 is given by the likelihood ratio Λ
|

⁄

|

. Furthermore, on learning that I1 is the case, the space of possible events has

been reduced—acquiring information requires us to update the background distribution with
which we started. Specifically, the probability of I1 being the case must now be unity,
irrespective of the value it had prior to learning this outcome. One way to represent the change is
to construct a new event space by simply removing all the events incompatible with the fact that
I1 is the case while preserving the relative measure on all remaining events. That is, the new
distribution

α , where α is any event in the original event space compatible with I1, is

obtained from the old distribution by the following relation:

|

. In the midway

example, for instance, when Albert learned that a police officer was present he should have
replaced the original distribution of Table 1 with that of Table 2.

Table 2.
P = police present
G = fair

G = rigged

O = lose

1/5

1/5

O = win

1/5

2/5

Once we realize that we are working with a new distribution, there is no need to draw a line
between background information and evidence—our prior information is reflected in the new

distribution. When additional evidence, I2, is acquired, we need only appeal to LP just as we did
at the outset. This time, however, we are assessing likelihoods with respect to the currently
α . So the evidence I2, if we take LP seriously, supports H1 over H2

applicable distribution
|

just if

|

|

and does so to a degree Λ I

⁄

|

. In terms of

the original joint distribution, we can express this likelihood ratio as
| ,

Λ I

⁄

| ,

.

As before, when we learn I2, we must update our distribution to reflect this restriction of the
β is obtained from the old distribution in the same way as

possibilities. This new distribution
|

above:

| ,

. This is easy to generalize for an indefinite sequence of

evidence: once we’ve learned I1, I2, …, In-1, we should compute the likelihoods involving a new
piece of evidence In using the distribution

|

,…,

. The new piece of

information In introduced in the context of prior information I1, I2,…, In-1 supports H1 over H2
|

just if

(1)

Λ

|

,…, ,

|

,…, ,

|

,…, ,

,…, ,

and does so to the degree

.

The point is that whenever we acquire a piece of information we can apply LP without
modification, but must do so using a distribution that reflects all of the facts already in evidence.
Put this way, there is no ambiguity in using LP—we always compute a straightforward
likelihood. However, when this likelihood is expressed in terms of the original joint distribution
with which we started, each successive likelihood is conditioned on the previous facts. So by
applying LP and taking care to note the way in which the acquisition of information forces a

change in distribution, we have found that in order to determine the relative support of one
hypothesis over another provided some particular piece of evidence, we must use likelihoods
conditioned on all previously acquired facts.

Thus far, it may seem that I have been arguing for Sober’s interpretation of LP. However, Sober
seems to view the likelihood ratio (1) as representing the overall degree to which H1 is supported
over H2 once In is obtained. I have been urging that, if we take LP at face value, this is not how
we should interpret this expression. At every stage in the above derivation, we were applying LP
to determine the degree to which a particular piece of evidence supported one hypothesis over
another. Other information was relevant, but only in determining the epistemic context in which
this degree of support was determined. I am suggesting that Sober has the right expression but
gives it in answer to the wrong question—in what follows, I’ll show that LP leads us to a very
different expression for the degree of support for H1 over H2 provided by the totality of evidence.

III. TOTAL SUPPORT
There are two ways to argue for an expression of the likelihood ratio pertaining to the totality of
available evidence. In one approach, we could take the expression given in (1) for the degree to
which a particular piece of evidence supports H1 over H2 and couple this with a function for
combining likelihood ratios—a function measuring the overall degree to which two pieces of
evidence support H1 over H2. Strictly speaking, this means adding to LP since the principle does
not provide such a rule. However, there are some reasonable constraints we can put on such a
function without begging the question concerning background information. For starters,
whatever function f we choose should itself yield a likelihood ratio, meaning that it must map

pairs of likelihoods to the interval [0, ∞). Furthermore, if either likelihood in the combination is
zero—implying that one hypothesis has been entirely ruled out—then the joint likelihood should
also be zero. The function should be symmetric since it ought not to matter in what order we give
the likelihoods to be combined, and it should be an increasing function of both arguments. An
obvious choice satisfying all of these constraints is simply the product of the component
likelihoods. That is, given Λ1 and Λ2, the combined likelihood is given by

Λ ,Λ

Λ Λ .

With this rule for combining likelihoods, we can use the results of the last section to derive an
expression for the overall degree to which the facts I1, I2, …, In support one hypothesis over
another, assuming they were learned in sequence:
(2)

Λ

, ,…,

Λ

Λ

Λ

|

|

,

|

, ,…,

|

|

,

|

, ,…,

Using nothing but the rules of probability, the right hand side of equation (2) can be written
much more compactly to give the following expression for the total support of the facts I1, I2, …,
In:
(3)

Λ

, ,…,

,…, |
,…, |

Of course, the right-hand side of equation (3) is just the expression we would have gotten by
applying LP to the proposition I1^I2^…^In with respect to the initial joint distribution—in a
straightforward reading, it is just the total support for H1 over H2 provided by the conjunction of
all available evidence.

The form of Equation (3) suggests that it might have been derived more directly by appealing to
LP without worrying about how to determine the contextual support provided by each piece of
information or introducing a way to combine these (thus justifying my claim that we need not
modify LP). All we had to do was note that, if we let

^ ^ … ^ , then LP immediately

yields (3). From (3) we could then deduce (2) just from the rules of the probability calculus.
Once we identified the factors of the right-hand side of Equation (2) with individual likelihood
ratios, we could have used this fact to justify a rule for combining likelihoods. In fact, this is
what A. F. Edwards does, at least in the special case of independent evidence, in his development
of the likelihood framework.9 Viewed from this perspective, equation (3) is implicit in LP.
Whichever approach we take to justifying this rule for assessing total support, we are led to the
following expanded form of LP:

Expanded Likelihood Principle (ELP):
(i)

If it is already known to be that case that I1^I2^…^ In, then learning evidence E
|

supports hypothesis H1 over H2 just if
where

| , , ,…,

, , ,…,

|

, , ,…,

,

is the likelihood of hypothesis Hi given evidence E in the

context of I1^I2^…^ In.
(ii)

The degree to which E supports H1 over H2 in the context of I1^I2^…^ In is measured
by the likelihood ratio Λ

(iii)

, , ,…,

|

, , ,…,

|

, , ,…,

|

.

The degree to which the total evidence E^ I1^I2^…^ In supports H1 over H2 is
measured by the likelihood ratio Λ
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The total evidence E^ I1^I2^…^ In supports hypothesis H1 over H2 just if
, , ,…,

(iv)

|

Edwards, Likelihood.

, , ,…, |
, , ,…, |

.

With ELP, we can answer the questions posed above concerning the midway example. The
information that Albert has won the game, acquired after learning that a police officer is present,
supports the hypothesis that the game is rigged because
win|present, rigged

win|present, fair . According to ELP (ii), this information favors

the rigged hypothesis over its rival to a degree Λ

win|present, rigged

. This one piece of

win|present, fair

information, in the context of previously established information about the presence of police
officers, tends to favor the hypothesis of a rigged game. However, the aggregate information—
that a police officer is present and Albert has won the game—favors the hypothesis that the game
is fair. This follows from ELP (iii) and (iv) since

win, present| fair

. This looks like a

win, present| rigged

contradiction until we realize that the first piece of information obtained—that the police officer
is present—strongly favored the hypothesis that the game is fair:

present|fair
present|rigged

. The upshot

is that the aggregate affect of the totality of evidence can differ from the piecewise impact of
each bit of evidence. Rather than being a contradiction, this is precisely how one would expect
these two distinct measures to relate—the total support for the fair hypothesis is simply the
product of the contextual likelihood ratios for each piece of evidence.10

IV. FISH, FIRING SQUADS, AND FINE-TUNING
The question of how to handle background information is especially pressing in the context of
the fine-tuning argument (FTA). The FTA attempts to establish the existence of a cosmic
10
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designer by noting that various physical constants have values within a narrow range amenable
to the occurrence of carbon-based life—the laws appear ‘fine-tuned’ for life. For instance, had
the 7.65 MeV energy level of the C12 nucleus been slightly lower or higher, then the process that
produces carbon and the other heavy elements essential to life in the interior of stars would not
have occurred.11 Denote by E the observation that many constants occurring in physical laws
take values within a comparatively narrow range that permits life to exist, and consider the
following two hypotheses:
HC:

The relevant physical constants acquired their values by chance.

HD:

The relevant physical constants acquired their values by design.

The FTA is usually presented as a likelihood argument. If we appeal to LP and note that
|

|

, then we must conclude that the evidence favors design over chance.

A prominent objection to the fine-tuning argument notes that we have left out an important piece
of information: all knowledge concerning physical constants has been acquired by carbon-based
life forms.12 Call this fact I. We must account for all available background information—so the
objection goes—and so we must condition our likelihoods on I. However, since I entails E, both
hypotheses have the same likelihood given the evidence:

|

,

|

,

1. Thus,

the evidence cannot favor design over chance (or any other hypothesis for that matter). This
objection, however, conflates the two questions with which we began and emphasizes the need
for the clarification provided by ELP.
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To motivate an analysis of the FTA in terms of ELP, it will help to first consider a pair of
structurally similar examples endemic in the literature. The first of these, due originally to Sir
Arthur Eddington,13 asks us to think about fishing. Suppose we are confronted with the following
observation:
Ef:

All 10 of the fish caught in the lake today were longer than 10 inches.

For the sake of simplicity, suppose that we consider only two hypotheses that might account for
this evidence:
H100: All of the fish in the lake are longer than 10 inches.
H50:

Half of the fish in the lake are longer 10 inches.

If this was all the information we had, LP would urge us to favor H100 since
. However, suppose we had some additional information:
I>10:

The net used has holes 10 inches wide.

This new information I>10 entails Ef. Thus, if we account for this new information by
conditioning on it as Sober would urge, we find that the evidence fails to distinguish between the
hypotheses at all:

,

,

1. According to Sober, this

constitutes an Observation Selection Effect (OSE) because the method by which the observation
was obtained biased the outcome. One is faced with an OSE whenever accounting for the process
by which an observation was made alters the likelihoods that determine the degree to which the
observation favors one hypothesis over another. In this case, the effect is extreme.
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The picture changes dramatically when we analyze this scenario using ELP. It becomes
,

immediately obvious that the likelihoods being compared—
,

and

—represent only the degree to which learning about the day’s catch supports

either H100 or H50 in the context of information about the net used. These do not represent the
degree to which the aggregate evidence supports one or the other hypothesis. It is true that
learning E after learning what net was used fails to further discriminate between H100 and H50.
But learning I>10 may have already discriminated between the two, and thus, according to ELP,
the aggregate information might also discriminate between the two hypotheses.

To illustrate the point, consider the joint distribution in Table 3. I’ve added a proposition, I>0,
which is the claim that the net used had very tiny holes capable of catching the smallest fish.
With this additional possibility added, the probabilities given are compatible with all of the facts
1

above. In particular,
,

.003 and

,

1.

Table 3.
H100

Ef
¬ Ef

H50

I>0

I>10

I>0

I>10

.001

.002

.001

.002

0

0

.999

0

However, we can see that learning I>10 at the outset strongly favored the hypothesis H100 since
|

0.67

|

0.002. Likewise, according to ELP (iv), the aggregate

information overwhelmingly favors H100 over H50 to a degree given by
Λ

,

,

334. This conclusion is not surprising given the

details of the example. The distribution given in Table 3 is plausible in that those who frequently
fish a particular lake are more likely to use nets with large holes if the lake contains mostly large
fish—they may not know the distribution of fish in the lake, but they know what works.
Whatever story one might tell to account for the particular probabilities in this case, the upshot is
that if an OSE renders a particular observation irrelevant in a particular context it is still possible
for the aggregate information to discriminate between hypotheses.

While Eddington’s fishing example illustrates the way in which previously acquired information
can deprive subsequent evidence of relevance, there is another example in the literature more
closely analogous to the fine-tuning case.14 This scenario involves firing squads. We are asked to
imagine that a firing squad staffed by twelve expert marksmen takes aim at the prisoner to be
executed. Each marksman fires twelve times when given the signal. When the smoke clears, we
discover that the prisoner is still unharmed. Call the fact of this surprising survival Es. In this
case, we are interested in what the prisoner can infer from Es concerning the following two
hypotheses:
Hcon:

The marksmen conspired at time t1 to spare the prisoner’s life when they fired
at t2.

Hmiss: The marksmen decided at time t1 to shoot the prisoner when they fired at t2 but
14
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missed by chance.

At first we might think that the prisoner has ample reason to favor Hcon over Hmiss since, given
that these are expert marksmen,

|

|

. However, in making his analysis

the prisoner left out some pertinent information about the manner in which the observation of Es
was made:
IO:

At t3 the prisoner made the observation that he is still alive.

According to those who would single out background information, we must incorporate IO into
the likelihoods by conditioning. In this view, the prisoner suffers from an OSE and cannot
distinguish between the two hypotheses at all since

|

,

|

,

1. 15

Because IO entails Es, so the argument goes, learning Es can tell the prisoner nothing about which
hypothesis to favor. Thus, the prisoner in the grip of a strong OSE cannot reasonably conclude
there was a conspiracy to save his life.

At this point, the tight analogy with the FTA should be clear. The prisoner stands in for us
carbon-based life forms. While the prisoner is attempting to assess whether design or chance is
responsible for his survival, in the FTA we are attempting to infer design in the cosmos. In both
cases, it has been objected that the observer suffers from an OSE that prevents discrimination
between hypotheses. Supporters of the FTA invoke the firing-squad scenario because they think
that our intuition strongly opposes the OSE objection—surely the prisoner can reasonably
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conclude that conspiracy is the better hypothesis. By analogy, they claim that we can conclude
that an OSE is not a problem for the FTA.

In both cases, ELP tells us that the role of the OSE has been misinterpreted. It is true that, in the
context of knowing that it was himself who made the observation, the prisoner learns nothing
further by noting that he is alive. Likewise, it is the case that, knowing that all physics is done by
carbon-based life forms, we learn nothing further by discovering that the constants of physical
law are just right to sustain carbon-based life. Nonetheless, the aggregate information might still
favor one hypothesis over the other. In the firing-squad scenario, it is eminently plausible that
,
, |

|

,

|

. In the case of fine-tuning, it may be that
|

. This will be the case if

|

, |

. I certainly do not wish to argue that this

is in fact the case—there seem to be insurmountable difficulties in providing a well-defined
measure corresponding to

|

.16 My point is just that, when one distinguishes between

contextual and total support, the presence of an OSE does not prove fatal to design arguments in
either the firing-squad or FTA case.

V. CONCLUSION
Insofar as one is inclined to accept LP as a framework for inference, no modification is necessary
in order to deal with background information—unpacking LP leads to ELP. The interpretive key
16
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laws of nature meaningful or to entertain the existence of processes—whether physical or
divine—that determined those constants in the past.

is the discrimination of two questions, one concerning the immediate support provided by a piece
of evidence in context and one concerning the overall support provided by the total set of
evidence. Looked at in this way, it becomes clear that objections based on observer bias are not
necessarily fatal to the FTA. It is true that we, as carbon-based life-forms, cannot use the fact that
some physical constants are just right for the existence of carbon-based life to discriminate
between design hypotheses and their rivals. However, it may be the case that the aggregate
evidence (including the fact of our existence) might permit such discrimination. Whether this is
the case must be settled on other grounds.

